ADDENDUM 2 TO INVITATION FOR BID 5293-FG

UNLV Shadow Lane Dental School Faculty Practice Renovations

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Purchasing Department
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-1033
(702) 895-3521

Date of Release: October 19, 2017
Date and Hour of Opening: October 25, 2017 at 2:00pm PST

THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONS, DELETIONS, CLARIFICATIONS AND/OR
CHANGES SHALL BE MADE AND INCORPORATED IN THE SUBJECT RFP:

Special inspections will be by the owner.

See attached Exhibit F: ASK-4 for clarification of support for ceiling mounted TV in rooms 138
and 139.
Include additive alternate #4 (as noted in addendum #1) as part of the base bid.
See attached Exhibit F: ASK-5 for added storefront and door, added exit signs and new “NOT
AN EXIT” sign.

See attached revised Exhibit E: E2.02 for ceiling mounted TV in rooms 138 and 138.

Questions:

Question 1: I noticed on the IFB that this was not a state funded project. Will this project still be
prevailing wage?
Answer 1: This is a prevailing wage project.

Question 2: “Route HWR back to hot water system and connect. Contractor to
adjust/replace/provide new HWR equipment, valves and any items necessary to allow for proper
recirculation throughout the complete system”, much more information is required. Is there an
existing HWR system? How far away is the existing HW equipment? Are we only returning the
HW for the newly added sinks or for the whole building?
Answer 2: No HWR system information is available for the areas with new connections.
Contractor to verify closest HWR pipe once ceiling is demolished. Contractor to install
return system for new fixtures shown on drawings and ensure return system flow (pump,
etc) is adequate for entire building. See attached Exhibit G: As-built drawing for HWR piping locations known.

ALL OTHER TERMS, CONDITIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF THIS INVITATION TO BID REMAIN THE SAME.